What to watch when Jewish and in a Pandemic…..
Fill the Void – Apple Movie

When the older sister of Shira, an 18-year-old Hasidic Israeli, dies suddenly in childbirth, Shira must
decide if she can and should marry her widowed brother-in-law, which also generates tensions within her
extended family.

Tehran – Apple TV

A Mossad agent embarks on her first mission as a computer hacker in her home town of Tehran.

Marvelous Mrs. Mazel – Amazon Prime

A housewife in 1958 decides to become a stand-up comic.

Shtisel – Netflix

The life of the Shtisel family, a haredi family in Jerusalem.

Unorthodox – Netflix

Story of a young ultra-Orthodox Jewish woman who flees her arranged marriage and religious community
to start a new life abroad

When Heroes Fly - Netflix

Four friends, 11 years after a major falling out, reunite on a final mission: to find Yaeli, the former lover of
one man and sister of another.

Fauda – Netflix

The human stories on both sides of the Israel-Palestine conflict.

Defiance – YouTube Movies

Jewish brothers in Nazi-occupied Eastern Europe escape into the Belarussian forests, where they join
Russian resistance fighters, and endeavor to build a village, in order to protect themselves and about one
thousand Jewish non-combatants.

Munich – YouTube Movies

Based on the true story of the Black September aftermath, about the five men chosen to eliminate the
ones responsible for that fateful day (Directed by Steven Spielberg)

Mrs America – YouTube Movies, Hulu

Mrs. America serves "as an origin story of today’s culture wars, Mrs. America is loosely based on and dramatizes
the story of the movement to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment, and the unexpected backlash led by conservative
activist Phyllis Schlafly, played by Blanchett. Through the eyes of the women of that era - both Schlafly and
prominent second-wave feminists including Gloria Steinem, Betty Friedan, Shirley Chisholm, Bella Abzug and Jill
Ruckelshaus - the series explores how one of the toughest battlegrounds in the culture wars of the 1970s helped
give rise to the Moral Majority and permanently shifted the American political landscape.

The Plot Against America - HBO

The Plot Against America imagines "an alternate American history told through the eyes of a working-class
Jewish family in Newark, New Jersey, as they watch the political rise of Charles Lindbergh, an aviator-hero and
xenophobic populist, who becomes president and turns the nation toward fascism."
Valley of Tears – HBO Max

Valley Of Tears is a ten-episode Israeli series about the run-up to and the battles during the 1973 Yom Kippur
War, when Syrian and Egyptian troops attacked Israeli forces occupying the Sinai Peninsula and the Golan
Heights on Yom Kippur
The Boys – Amazon

Based on the comic book of the same name by Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson, it follows the eponymous team
of vigilantes as they combat superpowered individuals who abuse their abilities. And there’s Nazis

Schitts Creek – Netflix, CBC

The award winning series follows the trials and tribulations of the formerly wealthy Rose family when they are forced
to relocate to Schitt's Creek, a small town they once purchased as a joke. Now living in a motel, Johnny Rose and
Moira Rose—along with their adult children, David and Alexis—must adjust to life without money and with each
other.

Stockholm - Amazon

The first season of this dark Israeli comedy — about a group of friends hiding the body of a recently deceased
economist, rumored to be a future Nobel Award recipient — is just so entertaining and full of amazing Israeli
actors.

The Beauty and the Baker – Amazon

An Israeli romantic-comedy TV series that follows the love story between a simple baker and an international
supermodel. (Make sure to watch the Israeli not the American version)

